Abstract: There has been a constant interest in Shakespeare in the last twenty years among playwrights, critics, directors and actors. The revival of Shakespeare studies, the multitude of interpretations, theatre productions, research studies of doctoral type have been not just a reconsideration of texts, but also an attempt to modernise them. These findings and many other reflections on Shakespearean theatre and an amazing diversity, on which it had been founded, are the result of the doctoral research done by Antonella Cornici on the Shakespearean soliloquy and its diverse Romanian stage versions appeared in performances between 1990-2015.
There has been a constant interest in Shakespeare in the last twenty years among playwrights, critics, directors and actors. The "Shakespeare Bird", as D.R. Popescu would say, is now flying high, as it did in the past decades of the last century, in search of newly discovered meanings in step with the times.
The revival of Shakespeare studies, the multitude of interpretations, productions in theatres worldwide, research studies of doctoral type have not been just a reconsideration of (sometimes scholarly) texts, but also an attempt to modernise them. Once again it has been proven that really great works exist in their own eternal present, "they occur permanently", as it has been beautifully noted by Lev Dodin.
Therefore, a Shakespeare festival in Poland or Craiova, a theatre in Stratford or in Ashland-Oregon, in America, the permanent presence of the playwright in repertoires worldwide are more than just an homage or desire of theatre practitioners to become known by directing plays viewed as difficult and full of traps. It has been stated that we are witnessing an obsessive return that goes beyond individual intentions and assertions, and this phenomenon has become an emblem of spirituality searching for itself in confrontations, iconoclastic contestations of the main models of the past.
It has been stated before that Shakespeare is on the verge of becoming a postmodern myth, in which history seems to play the role of an implacable and absurd destiny. So, Shakespeare represents the Theatre for the stage creator and the spectator, it is a collective ceremony, in which the ritual and the play blend, the place where hidden meanings are often unseen, but are lived with intensity by the human community. There have been various ways in which Shakespearean drama has been deciphered and produced. These interpretations talk to us, draw our attention similarly to aesthetic studies of reception both of the works themselves and of the age when the performances appeared on stage. "A text is a slow mechanism living from added value of meaning introduced to it by the addressee", Umberto Eco observes. Furthermore, the added value given to the works, a paradigm specific to a period may convey more about an age than the studied issue itself. That is why we may state that a history of perception on Shakespeare shapes, in fact, a history of mentality with all its specific changes.
All these observations and reflections on Shakespearean theatre and the diversity of its performances stemmed from Antonella Cornici's doctoral thesis -Shakespearean Soliloquy in Romanian Performance (1990 Performance ( -2015 , most of it being already published by Artes Publishing House at G. Enescu National University of Arts -a challenge in itself. I have no hesitation in using this word (which is not valued in the artistic world) as long as thousands of pages have already been written about Shakespeare and hundreds of (or more) performances have been put on stage worldwide. As Shakespeare remains, as noted by Radu Beligan in his opening speech to the second edition of the Shakespeare Festival in Craiova, "the saving creator, the healer of our despair." Almost completing the great maestro, Antonella Cornici presented her own conclusions that I have perceived as follows: to understand Shakespeare means being able to laugh at hypocrisy, false rules, prejudices, vanities, and get away from earthly matters and accept a drop of extravaganza. It means to believe that along with reason there is still place for all that is unexplained and miraculous.
It should be underlined that during our collaboration, I have noted that Antonella Cornici, as a stage practitioner and instructor, is not interested only in the meaning and construction of the theatrical act, but also in its impact on the spectator, a real homo videns today. I have also appreciated the search for a balance in judgements about live or recorded performances, or the performances on which the author worked herslef, the opinions and balance that do not dilute the asperities of an intrinsic dispute. So, all people interested in modern Romanian performance (but not only) are provided with a useful paper, the result of the author's own reading of this phenomenon supported by solid analyses of performances selected for this research.
The author focused on the soliloquy, used to create a corpus of reference texts (A Midsummer Night's Dream, Richard III, Hamlet, King Lear, Twelfth Night) integrated into a permanent hermeneutic circuit going towards and out of Shakespearean plays, and dealing with the way the soliloquy had been included in a series of performances that were shown on Romanian stages between 1990 and 2015. The author closely investigated not only these 26 years, but also earlier valuable productions used as a reference, or recordings from the archive of the radio and TV theatre. So, the author managed to shape an accurate integrated image of Shakespearean soliloquy viewed/listened from three perspectives. These perspectives appear in the paper as being independent, and acquire potentiality and substance through the overall perspective of the doctoral research.
The study was divided into four parts/chapters that build a consolidated architecture, the foundation of which required a theoretical and applied approach to the soliloquy in dramatic texts and performances. The soliloquy was studied as a constituent part of dramatic text theatricality integrating the discourse of a character, who is (or imagines being) alone on the stage, the discourse whose only aim is to understand the "inner self", similarly to the inner monologue of the narrative text. The chapter presents such insightful relations as monologue-dialogue, inner dialogue-dialogue with an imaginary character, monologue-soliloquy, recitative monologue-lyrical monologue, motivation monologue-separate monologue etc., starting from the classifications done by Patrice Pavis, Anne Ubersfeld, Alina Nelega, applied to such texts as Macbeth, Hamlet, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Richard III. Most importantly, the author searched for clarifying examples in Romanian productions, thus moving from theoretical issues of the dramatic text to elements of spectacology. It prepared the background for the next chapters and opened a very current discussion on the relationship between the soliloquy and monodrama, one man shows and stand-up comedy.
The second extremely consistent chapter provided likely decoding of the Shakespearean soliloquy by exploring the text itself, its interpretation and the directorial concept. The analytical ability of Antonella Cornici is even more evident here as the three axes of her argumentation benefitted from her triple quality: actor, director, and educator. So that, for example, the observations about Puck, the "mischievous ambassador" led to precise conclusions on specific productions, and then to more general conclusions related to the controversy of "updating" Shakespeare, or trends in modern Romanian theatre movement.
In this sub-chapter and in the entire research, Antonella Cornici entered an open dialogue with the opinions of critics, providing arguments for her viewpoint, and also debating with some directors and actors involved in the stage reading of Shakespeare. The interviews and discussions confer vividness, alertness and living spirit to the paper. In addition, the analysis of selected productions provided sketches of "directors' portraits", that are really useful for those interested in the artistic path, of such creators as Victor Ioan Frunză, Tompa Gàbor, Radu Afrim et alia, integrated in a reflection on the relationship between text-performance, word-non-verbal language, actordirector that has also been filtered through a personal experience.
Proposals of important directors and actors have been critically reviewed by the researcher also in the pages dealing with well-known soliloquys from Richard III and Hamlet. The performances of Mihai Măniuţiu, Radu Alexandru Nica, Laszlo Bocsardi and others gave the author the opportunity to both formulate courageous observations and hypotheses on the "avalanche of stage versions and adaptations", on various "mutations" or dissolutions of Shakespearean soliloquy, and also the chance to prove her ability to discover flexible correlations with famous productions, such as those of Brook, Wilson or Ostermeier. The voice of Antonella Cornici has also been clearly heard, when she approached the extremely thorny issue of "forced updates", retranslations of Shakespeare (and not only), remakes, or loss of valuable productions, even after 1990, which have not been archived in a video library of the Romanian theatre movement. Her viewpoints could also be followed in open statements and questions that she had formulated from the perspective of a researcher, member of the theatre community conferring individuality and personal touch to the paper.
This was also the remarkable case of pages included in the section "Buffoon's Monologue". The buffoons in King Lear and Twelfth Night met the other Shakespearean buffoons, and the entire tradition that had imposed a real typology of raisonneur, the matrix of theatricality and ludic philosophical acceptance of the world. Besides the analysis of performances directed by Andrei Şerban, Tompa Gàbor and Silviu Purcărete (and others), and the dialogues held with some of the producers, we have retained an exciting proposal to discover the buffoon's special features in other characters: Hamlet, Petruchio, Bottom, Speed, Launce, Gobbo, Touchstone, and even Mercutio. I should confess that the final conclusion of the chapter made me think: "We believe that the buffoon is the most mysterious character in the entire Shakespearean dramaturgy." I saw in this statement a possible starting point for a Shakespearean performance in the vision of the director Antonella Cornici.
Serious observations are the strong connectors of the doctoral construction, the rich material which is hard to restrain with ramifications oriented towards radio and TV theatre. After a careful prospecting of the archives, the author focused on two forms of theatre that are less discussed in our country, presenting their specificity, impact on the public, similarities and differences compared to the performance on wooden floor, paying careful attention to Shakespeare's soliloquy. We found in the third chapter a real recovery of productions that could have remained in the shade, reviewed again from the actor's and the director's angle. We have also traced comparative references at convergence points, but also a divergence between Hamlet, in a radio production with Adrian Pintea playing the lead character, and Tompa Gàbor's Hamlet, from the National Theatre of Craiova, featuring the same Adrian Pintea, a production later adapted for the TV theatre. This theatre, Antonella Cornici reminds us, gave the general public the chance to see such unforgettable productions as Liviu Ciulei's Hamlet (Bulandra Theatre, 2000, with Marcel Iureş), Vlad Mugur's Hamlet (National Theatre of Cluj, 2002, with Sorin Leoveanu) .
The placement of these productions under the eyeglass (with references to other acting and directing proposals) brought to the forefront the famous soliloquy "To be or not to be", combining information and personal judgements with current theatre reviews. It reshaped the relationship between the creator and the receiver, and opened the path for a debate (worth pursuing in the future) on Shakespearean plays that had been used as cinema scripts in older film productions in our country. The soliloquy therefore has been looked at through a permanently-moving, multiform kaleidoscope.
Another contribution is the last chapter, researching the visions of foreign directors who have attended the International Shakespeare Festival in Craiova. So, we found out how Shakespeare has been and is played today in other parts of the world, and how the researcher appreciated the directing choices, statements and working methods of such first-line creators as Oskaras Korsunovas, Robert Wilson, Thomas Ostermeier, Lev Dodin, Wang Xiaozing, Edward Hall, as well as her views on rewriting of classical texts, gradual elimination of "de-structuring" of the soliloquy. This last part was enriched by additional information in the appendix presenting the overall view of manifestations included in the program of the 9 editions held between 1994 and 2014. It is definitely a necessary overview that comprises information, collected with the care and patience of an archaeologist, on performances, colloquia, book/CD/DVD launches, theatre workshops, exhibitions. We have understood once again why the Craiova Festival is still a model not only in Romania but also in Europe, a model of both complex theatrical thinking and organization.
The rigorous, coherently structured research of Antonella Cornici, based on varied and cleverly used literature review, is a proof of her analytical skills and flexibility that she used to establish the context of studied events and issues, to set the interferences and correlations between the drama and the theatrical act, which is well known by the author from the "inside". It is also remarkable to note that between theoretical and scientific endeavours of instructors and practitioners and Romanian spectacology of today there have been built bridges, becoming more and more solid and generating such a needed and beneficial dialogue, even when research is carried out around soliloquy both as a notion and a stage act.
